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INSIDE
Part one of New
Expression's special
investigation of arts
programming in Chicago public high
schools. The coverage
begins on Page 7.
Do you owe Uncle Sam
any cash this year?
Reporter Kimberley
Ward finds out how the
new tax laws wi II affect
teens on Page 6.
In this issue's Young
Chicago: a special
tribute to teen poets.
Page 15.

-

"Death of your
Death of your spirit ...
A Story of a Teen Prostitute
by Alexander Chaparro

l

IInside Track
Teacher Censors
Kelvyn Yearbook Article
By Scott Spllky
Since the Supreme Court's
January 13 "Hazelwood" decision (see New Expression's
February "Talkback"), which
expanded a school principal's
authority to control student expression, student journalists and
their teachers have been uncertain how their roles have been
affected. The problem stems
from the fact that it is difficuh to
determine how far the court's
decision allows teachers to go
without infnnging on students'
First Am endment rights.
Since school publications are
used to develop journalistic ethics in young writers, intervention
by school officials may not be
necessarily negative, but may
only represent decisions based
on proper editorial criteria, like
making sure qouted material is
accurate, or that all viewpoints
are fairly expressed. It is when
these Interventions border on
censorship that difficulties between school and students can
arise.
A recent incident involving Adolfo Mendez, a senior at Kelvyn
Park, seemed to illustrate the difficulties in interpreting Hazelwood . Mendez had been asked
by the yearbook teacher advisor,
Renee Marks, to write a retrospective on the 1987-1988
school year for Kelvyn Park's
yearbook.
Mend ez said it was his understanding that he would be able to
write about events during the
year and that he would not have
to limit himself with the school,
but could tie in world events with
the school year.
Mendez, a member of the
Kelvyn Park yearbook staff , chief

"Is there any reasonable educational justification for removiing the
word abortion from a yearbook article?"
Mark Goodman,
Student Press Law Center Attorney

I

editor of Kelvyn Park's newspaper, and a longtime reporter and
editor for New Expression,
came into conflict with the adivi sor, Marks, on a certain paragraph of th e retrospective.
That paragraph describes another Supreme Court ruling earlier this year on the legality of a
1983 Illinois law mandating that
women under the age of 18 must
notify their parents within 24
hours before they can proceed
with an abortion. The court split
four-four on the case and their
"non-decision" upheld a lower Illinois court's voiding of the law.
According to Mendez, Marks
was concerned about the use of
the word "abortion" in the paragraph and asked him to remove
it. Mendez said when he refused,
Marks removed the entire paragraph at the time of publication.
According to at least one expert
on student rights, the Hazelwood
decision did not give Marks the
authority to censor Mendez's article in this manner.
Angered by the deletion, Mendez resigned from the yearbook
staff and promptly sent the principal of Kelvyn Park, Or Rodolfo
Sern a, a letter explaining his decision and questioning Mark's
right to ce nsor the paragraph.

Serna did not respond to at
least eight attempts by New
Expression to reach him at his
office over a four day period.
Mendez said he was especially
upset by the incident because
Marks had waited until the day of
publication to reveal her feelings
about the paragraph. "She
knows how strongly I feel about
First Amendment rights," Men dez said.
The incident began, according
to Mendez, when representatives from the yearbook's publishers, Herf Jones, arrived to
pick up the final installment of the
y&arbook. Mendez said it was
the yearbook publisher's representatives who first suggested
that the word "abortion" be removed from the text.
According to Mendez, Marks
wanted to change "abortion" to
the expression "end of pregnancy," even though "abortion"
was left in a preceding sentence.
"I said no, just be blunt and use
the word abortion, but she
(Marks) kept on insisting," said
Mendez. Then Mendez left the
meeting . Seeing Mark5 later that
day Mendez tried to persuade
her to keep the word in. "She told
me she had taken the whole
paragraph out and that it was too

late to change it," he said. It was
at this point that Mendez resigned.
The paragraph Marks deleted
read as follows:
"... and if they watched the news
while they were home, they
heard about the Supreme
Court's ruling on abortion the day
before. The ruling is important
because it concerns the rights of
women under 18. The high court
was divided on the issue of
whether or not it's an invasion of
such women's privacy if they, by
law, have to notify their parents
of their intent to have an abortion.
The tie· vote simply meant that a
lower court's ruling, which states
that prior parental notification is
unnecessary, was upheld."
Mendez said he was annoyed
at the interference of the Herf
Jones representatives in the
editorial process of the yearbook. Mendez thought Marks
would have let the paragraph
stand if not for the pressure put
on her to remove it by the Herf
Jones representatives.
"They were sticking their noses
into places they didn't belong,"
he said.
·
In attempts to contact the Herf
Jones company from the number
found in the phone book, a company official, who refused to give
his name, said that Herf Jones
had no comment to make on the
matter and later denied that the
company was involved at all.
Justifying her removal of the
paragraph, Marks said, "I don't
think news of abortion is for a
yearbook publication. For a
school newspaper possibly, but
for a yearbook publication it's
inappropriate."
Marks declined to discuss th~
(Continued on Page 4)

Some 'Minutes' with the CSC
By leslie Casimir
The Citywide Student Council
held its second full meeting of the
year on March 8. Delegates complained they weren't being kept
properly informed of meetings.
Council Chairperson Antonio
Washington said they were.
Some committees reported that
they hadn't been able to meet
since the last meeting so they
had nothing to report.
Washington was called a dictator, and everybody had chicken
for lunch.
Other things happened as well.
The second meeting of the Citywide Student Council (CSC) began at 1 :3 0 p.m. at the South
Dearborn Street offices of the
Human Resources Development Institute (HROI). The conference room was fill ed with the
aroma of Popey ~s fried chicken.
Alt hough the c hicken bo x
lunches were placed in the back
corner of the room, several of the
delegates who attended the
meetmg couldn't stop looking
back.
There were two guest speakers
at the second meetrng of the

esc.

Marvin 0 Coklow, coo rdinator
fJNew Expression APRIL, 1988

HRDI, asked the student council
to sponsor the Walk-A-Boutte be
held on May 28, along the
lakefront. Their fundraising goal
is $50,000 and all money made
will benefit HROI's Summer Drug
Abuse Prevention Camp.
Lanc e Davi s, director of
operations at Cajun Enterprises
(Popeyes Chicken), asked CSC
to sponsor their "Youth Jam
Against Drugs" which will be held
on May 2 1, 1988. Th e "Jam" will
be held on J ackson and State

(Popeyes).
There will be free food and a
famous O.J. for entertainment.
Davis said it will be an opportunity for high school students to
come together against drugs.
Members of the council were
enthusiastic.
The two speakers were on the
floor for about 45 minutes.
The meeting was adjourned
quickly for lunch.
After lunch, an attendance
check was conducted. Twenty-
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five schools were not present.
Four committees have been established to share CSC's responsibilities since the council
can only meet on an infrequent
basis. The committees had to
give an update on what each
committee has done during the
month.
The Legislative Committee is
re sponsible for writing the
constitution and by-laws. That
committee met once in February.
The result of that meeting was
not described.
The
Student
Reform
Committee's report suggested
ways to end drug use and gang
violence in the high schools.
New Expression is published once
The School Reform Committee
a month except June through August
had had "problems" with commuand December by Youth Communication/Chicago Center, a not-fornication.
The Communications Commit- I profit agency. t·Lw Expression is a
member of tha Y''Uch News Service.
tee had no report. Their job is to
Editorial offices are at 207 S.
get out all
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Wabash (8th floor), Chicago, IL
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60604. Phone: 663-0543.
Several delegates were conI To secure a subscription through
fu sed about the TreCl urer's rethe mail, send $7 for one-year (eight
port. It seemed that some of the
issues) to: Circulation Dept., New
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man Richard Dennis was spent
without the delegates being inCopyright 1988 by Youth
form ed.
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(Continued on Page 4)
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School Reform Goal of New Student Council
By Adolfo Mendez
While many Chicago Public
High School stude nts just complain about their schools, others
try to improve them.
The latest group of high school
students working toward reform
call themselves the Chicago Student Advisory Council (CSAC).
Representatives of the group
claim to have the support of over
500 students city-wide.
The CSAC seeks to provide
students with "the proper representation that we lack." The student members New Expression
talked to said they have united
because the student councils at
their schools are ineffective in
addressing students' concerns.
The students want to improve
the drop-out rate, the problem of
drugs in the high schools, and
school lunches. At press time,
though, they had not developed
proposals on how to resolve
these problems.
Members of the CSAC also
want to have input in the decisions made by the Board of
Education.
However, the Board of Education has already approved a

model which they say allows high
school students to have a greater
voice in school matters. But the

CSAC and a sophomore at
C.V.S.
"I feel that the students are sin-

e

cere; ey
e.
But they cannot have change if
they can only talk about what
they're told to talk about (and) if
they can only voice concerns that
they're told to voice (by the
school board)," he said.
McKinney added that the difference with the esc and his or-

Citywide Student Council (CSC)
last June is not viewed as a "sincere" effort by members of the
newCSAC.
"I feel that (the CSC) was approved in order to make sure that
students kept quiet," said Martin
McKinney, coordinator of the

ganization is that the CSAC is
"independent" of the school
board and that "students make
the decisions around here, all decisions."
Antonio Wash ington, president
of the esc. said he doesn't think
the CSAC members are "wasting
their time" despite the fact that
the esc already exists to
address students' concerns.
Despite their critcal comments,
Washington said he would consider working with the CSAC on a
"level" that would benefit students. He explained that he
would not work with the new
"advisory council" if doing so
conflicted with the "rules and
regulations" of his group. Washington was also concerned that
any role with the CSAC would not
interfere with his ability to "function in the role of a chairperson"
for the esc.
McKinney hopes the CSAC becomes "friends" with the esc

James Deanes, chairman of
the ParenVCommun ity Council
for Education Reform was describing his group's school reform package during a .recent
meeting. "We are in for the long
haul," he said, "to do a better job
for our children." Some of the
children he was discussing were
in his audience and wondering
why PCC's proposal, like many
of the other recent school reform
packages, have little to say about
a stronger student role in educational reform.
Members of Operation PUSH's
Young Adults Task Force were
listening to the PCC describe
their reform plan at a March 26

meeting at Malcolm X College
and wanted to make it clear that
Chicago's students should also
have a say in any possible school
reform.
"Where are the students in
these plans for reform?" asked
Angela Jackson at the PCC forum. Jackson is a student at
Hyde Park Career Academy.
She noted that while all the
groups agree on the active involvement of parents, teachers,
community representatives and
administrators, and while they
agree that there is need for student involvement, only one student is offered a non-voting seat
in each plan.
Kanzella Hatley, a parent of students at Senn ahd Arai Elemen-

tary expressed similar views.
"We want the students to be
more involved. We need to invite
them to these forums."
Anton Miglietta, a sophomore
at Whitney Young Magnet
School, made an eloquent plea
to put power behind the student
position on each council. "Hat 18
we can vote and go to war, at 16,
17 and 18 we should be able to
vote for our future. We should
turn the PTA into the PTSA."
Billy Montgomery of the PUSH
Young Adult Task Force said,
''They (reform councils) offer no
student input in the structuring of
the proposals. All they really offer
is what they think is good for students, without really consulting
(Continued on Page 4)
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Student Role in School Reform Demanded
in Operation PUSH Task Force Proposal
B.y Kathy Beverly

because they both share the
same concerns and because the
CSC's connection to the school
board would benefit them.
"We know that the (CSAC) will
be a bargaining power for young
people because so many young
people have signed up," predicts
Fund ishi Mpatanishi, director of
programs at the American
Friends Service Committee
(AFSC). His organization is a independent Quaker agency located at 59 E. Van Buren that
works toward peace and humanitarian projects. They are
providing the students with free
office space and the use of office
equipment.
Noting his group has contributed $300 to $400 to the CSAC
already in supplies and office
use, Mpatanishi said he was
helping the students create their
own budget and seek additional
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Censored
Yearbook
(Continued from Page 2)
alleged censorship fvrther. She
did, however, criticize Mendez's
actions. "You don't quit a situation you don't like. You work
with it. When he (Mendez) is a
pro (journalist), things will be
edited, stories will be killed; stories will be cut.
"Is he going to quit his job every
time this comes up?"
Mendez responded, "I resigned
to protest.... l'm not trying to rub
her face in this. I just want to
prove a point: censorship is
wrong."
Marks explained why she
waited until the last day before
the yearbook was sent to the
printers before deciding to remove the paragraph.
"I was vacillating on it (the paragraph) from the first day I saw it.
On the computer I kept taking it
out and putting it back. If I made
a mistake it was in vacillating. I
guess that's (the last day of publication) when my mind finally
clicked. I have nothing against
Adolfo, but if he won 't speak to
me, we can't reconcile."
Richard Mohr, the chief editor of
the Kelvyn Park Yearbook, was
also not pleased about Mark's
decision. "I agreed with Adolfo."
Mohr said that he felt a retrospective should be a chronicle of

the whole year and that to leave
out any part of a retrospective
would defeat the purpose of writing it. "It was a bad call on the part
of (Marks) ," he said.
He suggested that Marks could
have "toned down the paragraph
instead of cutting the whole thing
ahogether. Then the main idea
would have been there."
Mohr feels the incident is over
and should be forgotten. "Next
time she (Marks) should have
spoken earlier about her views
on the subject," he added. "It
would have made it easier on all
of us."
Mark Goodman, an attorney at
the Student Law Center in Washington D.C., said Marks may not
have had legal justification to
omit the paragraph. "After the
recent Supreme Court decision
(the Hazelwood Case), (schools)
have to show a reasonable educational justification in order to
stop the printing of a piece.
"Is there reasonable educational justification for removing
the word abortion from a yearend retrospective?" Goodman
asked. "I would have a hard time
believing a school can say discussing a Supreme Court decision is inappropriate for high
school students to read ."
Goodman said that although
the court may have left things "in
the air" about specific aspects of
Hazelwood, "The court has still
made clear (students) First
Amendment riQhts.

For

"In this case the school would
not meet (the court's criteria)
under the context of Hazelwood
for censoring," he said. "Th is
would provide a wonderful testcase for Hazelwood to try and
define it's limitations . (The
school had) no rational justification to censor," he said.

esc
'Minutes'
(Continued from Page 2)
Actually no one on student
council knew because the
money that was spent for the
election proceed ings before
there was anyone in office to
keep track of the money. Also
money was spent for bus service
so that the delegates could get to
the Board of Education to vote.
Most of the meeting was spent
discussing how meeting times
were taking away from the delegates' school activities. Washington told council members that
their commitment was important
to the continued success of the
esc, then tried to halt the discussion. A council member
admonished him for such "dictatorial" behavior and he apologized.
Several delegates complained
about not being able to hear any
of the four committee chairpersons. h was decided that everyone would stand while addressing the floor. But most committee
chairpersons didn't stand up
while they were talking .
Washington came up with an
idea of having a talent show for
the Board of Education at its final
meeting. The delegates voted to
go ahead with the plans.
Washinqton said the show

would prove that the esc can
function, and that there is talent
among Chicago public high
school students.
These were the things that happened at the second meeting of
the Citywide Student Council.

New
Student Group
(Continued from Page 3)
funding for the CSAC.
In addition to support from the
AFSC, the new student group
plans to enlist the help of school
clubs that are ''working for the
same kind of reform" they're
seeking.
Jennifer Tennison, the CSAC's
assistant staff coordinator and a
senior at Lane, says support
from high school clubs "would
greatly increase our respectability with the Board of Education."
She does admit that the group
has not had many goals accomplished yet, but that ''we certainly
have (goals) set."
Other members on the CSAC
from Lane are Maus Biggs and
Anthony Davis, both seniors.
Also on staff are three students
from Whitney Young, Aparna
Bapu, a senior, Kyra Johnson, a
senior, and Barron Bayman, a
senior. Two students are from
Lindblom: Jermain Newman, a
senior, and Eric Beck, a sophomore. Brendan Daley, a sophomore at Morgan Park.

Demand
Student Role
(Continued from Page 3)
the students. This is another
case of talking about the stu-

iness
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dents instead of talkmg to them .•
The PUSH Young Aduh Task
Force is a group f high school,
college, and community youth,
interested in educational and
economic concerns that affect
the youth of the city of Chicago.
One division of this group deals
with academic improvement.
The PUSH task force has devised a plan of its own for education reform.
The task force wants student
evaluations of school faculty and
staff. Their proposal states that
those persons receiving good
evaluations would be rewarded,
while those receiving poor evaluations would be repfimanded.
Students should be given outlined and detailed duties and responsibilities of school personnel so that they can evaluate
them based on thr r job descriptions, according to the proposal.
Every teacher should use a
syallbus for each class, according to the proposal. A classroom
syallbus would give students a
clearer understanding of teacher
expectations, dates of assignments and examir tions, and an
overview of what tr ey should be
learning.
As a result of overcrowded
classrooms, many students in
need of additional help are overlooked. An after school tutorial
program should be implemented
to offer services to all students,
members of the task force said.
In their proposal, the task force
also stated that students be allowed more involvement in issues of educational policy and
system development. They
should be actively involved in
decision making, with not just a
voice, but a vote, th e task force.
The task force is planning to refine its proposals and take them
to the State Legislature in
Springfield. Altho•Jgh they are
not in conflict with the parenV
community organizations, they
feel that these organizations are
not '1or them" but "about them. •
Billy Montgomery said, "How
long can you continue to overlook students without expecting
students to react? Representation without consuhation leads to
confrontation.·
Montgomery encouraged all
students interested in school
reform to join the task force
meetings on Saturday mornings
at Operation PUSH. Additional
information is available at 2682200.
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Street Life Leads to Teen Prostitution
Homeless Youth Advocates Offer Escape
By lenlse Hightower
Prostitution is a problem that affects not only the adu~s of our
society, but its children as well.
Many teenagers each year find
themselves on the streets for a
variety of reasons. Most of these
teenagers end up selling their
bodies just to survive.
"Death of your body, death of
your spirit, just a total decay," is
the way Jeffrey Nelsen, a former
prostitute, described the feeling
of being a prostitute.
Nelsen ran away from home
when he was almost 16 because
of personal problems and disagreements he was having with
his mother. "The first day I ran
away I went to a she~er," said
Nelsen. "I woke up to the sounds
of a woman being raped outside
the window. From then on I knew
I was really on the streets.
"After being on the streets for
awhile I started to prostitute mysa~ because it was a way to
make money to get food," said
Nelsen. "After you get over the
initial fear of going home with
somebody, prostitution is easy.
At first it's hard, but then it becomes habit.
. "While on the streets I got involved in drugs." According to
Nelsen, most prostitutes are also
on drugs.
Nelsen's story would be depressingly familiar to Leon lntrater, a psychologist at Neon
Street, a comprehensive service
program for the homeless, runaways, and throwaway youth.
Neon Street, located 3227 N.
Sheffield Avenue, is an agency
of Traveler's and Immigrants
Aid. It works with homeless kids
and is the first agency of its kind
in the state of Illinois. lntrater said
that the majority of youth that
come to Neon Street have a history of prostitution like Nelsen,
who at one point was able to
break away from the "trade."
"I went back home for a little
while, but it just didn't work between me and my mother so I hit
the streets again. I wasn't being
abused, in fact I had it a lot easier
than most people. (But) I had to
leave home again for my sanity."
Nelsen did not receive family
counseling during this period, an
important element in trying to get
youth back home with their families, according to lntrater.
"We try to get the youth that
come to Neon Street back with
their families if it's possible and
appropriate," said lntrater. "Over
three-fourths of the youth we
serve have serious histories of
physical and sexual abuse within
their families."
Life on the street didn't just affect Nelsen physically. He said
psychological he deteriorated so
badly that he believed he should
be institutionalized.
Nelsen said that after a suicide
attempt he and his psychologist
felt that he would be a danger to
himse~ and other people so he
spent some time in Highland
Park Institution. After leaving
Highland Park he attempted suicide again at age 17.

Nelsen has come close to death
several times and not always by
his own choice.

the streets in the first place."
"Over 50 percent of the work at
Neon Street is getting the trust of

trying to get them into Neon's
and similiar programs as well as
educate them about AIDS prevention. Recently Stevens was
attacked by agroupof prostitutes
who obviously did not trust him.
Getting the kids off the street is
the most important part of the
outreacher's job, said Stevens.
"The thing that got me off the
streets was the fact that I became a Christian," said Nelsen.
"Giving myself to Christ was the
only way I was able to stop the
drugs and prostitution. People
may laugh at this-in fact I used
to laugh at it myse~-but I
stopped everyth ing flat, it was
almost overnight."
Nelsen's life seemed to be
going great. He had gotten his
life together and began to have
some understanding of why he'd
done the things he did. "I got an
apartment in the Lincoln Park
area and thought everything was
going great until I got sick. After
all those times of selling myse~

c

and using drugs I had caught the
AIDS virus.
"Because of living the way I did
I'm dying.•
Because of his new attitude toward life and himse~ as a human
being, Nelsen is trying to help
other people get off the street,
but has found it hard to get organizations to hire him because
he lacks the necessary education.
But not the experience.
"I used to see some of the
people that I'd hung out with and
they really look old, used and
wasted.
"Anyone thinking about leaving
home should call an agency and
get help. ~ they're being beaten
or abused they should just leave,
but still go and get help.
"If you start prostituting yourse~
you'll regret it. To say that you
can't get off the street or find any
other a~ernatives is a cop out."
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Looking for birth control
advice?
Photo by Bennie McDonald
"There are people out there that
want to see you die," said
Nelsen. "I have gone home with
people that seriously tried to kill
me, they wanted me to die, but I
stayed on the streets because
the street was free and freedom
is fun even if you're being beatened." Part of the problem when
getting away from this kind of
''freedom," according to Nelsen,
was the street youth's suspicion
of adu~s.
''The kids on the streets do not
trust easily," said Nelsen, "and
they don't trust adu~s. Adu~s are
usually the reason that they're on

youth who have literally lost faith
in everybody," said lntrater.
"You get their trust by first being
non-judgmental. After that you
gain their trust by locking horns
with them when they test you .
You show them that you care
enough about them to take them
on. You're not going to just blow
them off, you're not just going to
say either this or you're out."
No one knows better about
gaining the trust of homeless
youth than Derek Stevens, an
outreach worker at Neon Street.
Stevens "works" the streets talk-~
ing with male prostitutes and

Consider
St.Xavier

Hyde Park Family Planning Clinic at Chicago Osteopathic Medical Center is
staffed with professionals who can provide you, or someone you know, with
confidential family planning services.
Call947-4770 for information regarding
birth control options, and obstetrical
and gynecological care. We offer a
workable fee scale and convenient
hours:
Monday and Thursday
l :00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Saturday
9:00a.m. to Noon
HYDE PARK FAMILY PLANNING
CENTER IS A SERVICE OF

• Since its founding in 1846, Saint Xavier
is known for the excellence of its undergraduate and graduate programs. • A serious
approach to learning: small classes for the most
individualized instruction. Approachable
professors. Exceptionally strong career planning
and placement record. • Saint Xavier offers a
close-knit, comfortable environm ent for over
2,600 students. • Thirty undergraduate and
graduate programs. Extensive financial aid
commitment.
• Spring Open House, Sunday, Aprill7,
1:00pm-4:00pm. For further information
call (312) 779-3300, ext. 220.
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To File or not to File?

Teens Taxed by IRS Reforms
By Kimberley Ward

forms. For many teens this will be
the first year they may be required to file their own forms.
Those of you reading this article
today who earned more than
$2,540 last year, but who didn't

The new tax laws went into effect in 1987, and this year your
parents are not the only ones
who have to worry about filing tax

year.
"If you have a job and a savings
account that amounts to $500 (in
income) or more, you will have to
file income tax forms, • said Mike
McGrail, a spokesperson for the

file a tax form, better pay close
attention because you've already missed the Internal Revenue Service deadline of April15.
If you have missed the cut-off
date-never fear-you are not
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DeVry rs accrcdrted by the Commrssron on lnstrtutro n s or
Hrgiler [ducatron or the North Central Assocratron
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Why wart? See how a Bachelor's Degree rrom DeVry
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Photo by Bennie McDonald
alone. Many teens are unsure if
they shou ld be filing separately
from their parents this year.
According to an IRS pamphlet,
many children of working parents and other dependents who
never had to file a separate form
in the past will have to do so this

IRS. "If your parents have
claimed you ontheir tax forms as
a dependent, you may not claim
yourself as a dependent on your
own tax form," he added.
According to the IRS, ch ildren
or other dependents who can be
claime d on a pa rent's or

guardian 's form must file a separate return if they have an annual earned income (the total of
wages for the year from January
1, 1986 to December 31, 1987)
of more than $2,540. An unearned income (interest from a
savings account, trust fund or
stock dividends) of more than
$500 or a combined earned and
unearned income of over $500
also mean that a separate form
must be filed with the IRS.
Patricia Skyles, an accountant,
discussed some of the reasons
the new tax laws were instituted.
"The purpose of the new tax law,"
she said, "is to keep up with all
the money deposited in banks
and trusts, no matter whose
name it is in.
"There have been cases where
parents have put a substantial
amount of money into a child's
account and labeled it a 'trust
fund.' In actuality the account
was not a trust fund, but just a
place where the parents could
dump their money so it wouldn't
be taxed."
How do teens feel about the
new tax law and how it affects
them? Many say they haven't
thought of it at all.
"My mother had a friend of the
family do my taxes," said Stephanie, a senior at Julian. "I didn't do
them myself because I wanted
them to be done right."
Tyrone, a junior at Mount
(Continued
'>

Chicago Academy
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.
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Founded by the American Express Company
The Chicago Academy of Finance offers an opportunity to capitalize on your
most important investment ... your education. The program at the Academy
provides:

$

an accredited Associate Degree In Finance and Credit from
Chicago City Wide College.

$

preparation for careers in accounting, banking, financial planning,
real estate, insurance, and investments.

$

a paid internship with leading companies.

$

financial assistance and scholarships for qualified individuals.

$

day and evening schedul(is.

For information on Summer/Fall classes call (312) 368-8843
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Arts Education in Chicago

·.

Counseling Duties Added to Teacher's Role
By Adolfo Mendez
Dorothy Duddy, an art teacher
at Senn, wasconfronted by a student with a problem.
Sylvia (not her real name)
wanted to take interior design,
but was afraid she wouldn't be
able to do so. Her math teacher
had told her she better take more
math, or she could wave goodbye to college.
"I said that's not true, but
(Sylvia) said, 'My math teacher
said it was true, my chemistry
teacher said it was true,'" Duddy
recalls.
So the two proceeded to look at
Illinois college brochures to see
what the general course requirements were. Then they compared it to what Sylvia had already taken.
According to Duddy, Sylvia
needed a specialized counseling
for arts study that couldn't be offered by her school's general
counseling office. She helped
Sylvia to "think for herself" and to
make her own decisions.
Sylvia was able to take interior
design and was programmed for
it.
Duddy said students are not
always sure what they want to do
with art, but they often tell her hat
they are "interested in it and want
to always do it."
As a result, Duddy often finds
herself giving advice to her stud_ents on more than just their art

work. "I ask questions just as if I
were a counselor. Well, I am a
counselor," Duddy said, emphasizing that duty as part of a
teacher's role.
Chicago Public High School
teachers, like Duddy, say they
are confident about the counsel-

• Television
• Film and Video
• Photography
• Radio
• Sound Engineering
• journalism
• Public Relations
• Advertising
• Arts. Entertainment &
Media Management
• English
• Theater
• Music
• Dance
• Fine Arts
• Interior Design
• Graphic Arts
• Advertising Art
• Fiction, Writing and
• Science Communications and Technology.

their skill level is too low and they
just can't do it because they
weren't professionally taught
early enough to have that skill
level," Steele said.
"When you start (at the ninth
grade) you get this blanket thing
of, 'I'm not good enough,' which
is a real shame and a real limitation of what a kid is capable of
learning," she added.
Art teacher Jose Aguilar at Clemente, agrees with Steele.
"In the suburbs, they have
feeder programs where a student might start (playing a musical instrument) at the fourth
grade. Ninety percent of our
(city) students start in high
school, so they're four years
behind the suburbs," he said.
Consequently, some high
school counselors ask elementary school teachers if prospective freshmen have shown any
interest in the arts.
"When we go out for eighth
grade interviews, we ask the
eighth grade teachers what the
students excel in," said Rita

are exposed to the various arts
fields. Some argue that this "late"
exposure is to the disadvantage
of the students.
"It's a serious problem in the
arts when you don't really start
until high school with a professionally trained teacher," said

~~Minority

students
think the only arts
field you can go
into is teaching,
(or) they think that
you sit on a street
and draw a portrait. There are so
many braches they
can go into that
they aren't even
aware of."
- Virginia Dorsey,
Corliss Art Teacher
ing they give their arts students.
However, they say that more can
be done for students and by students to improve the development of student talent in the arts.
For example, not all students

The Premier College
For Great Career
Opportunities In The
Arts, Media And
Communications

Columbia College offers
degree programs or
specialized study in:

get the arts courses they want.
"We have a lot of programming
conflicts," said Sarah Loftus, an
art teacher at Kelvyn Park. Because of these conflicts, Loftus
allows students to have access
to the art room all day long.
"A lot of students come (into the

Columbia can provide you
with:
• Internships
• Small classes

• Hands on experience
• State-of-the-art equipment
• M~rning, afternoon, and
evemng classes
• Professional quality studios
and facilities

art room) during their study periods. We run an open studio here,
so if (students) want to come in,
they can," she said.
For many students in Chicago,
high school is the first place they

Tammy Steele, who coordinates
the Chicago Coalition for Arts ill
Education.
"Students at a ninth grade level
want (their art) to look real, to
look like they see it on TV... but

This is the first in a
two part series of
special supplements
examining the Arts
Programming available in Chicago's
Public Schools.
(Continued on Page 10)

And all of this is located m the
hub of creativity-the city of
Chicago-where you will
make your contacts and find
your job after
you graduate.
For information,
write or call:

Columbia College Chicago
600 South Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605- 1996
312/663-1600
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working professionals
• An active career planning
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record breaking placement
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• Up front comprehensive
financial assistance
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Arts inC icago ·Education
Ethnic Programming Given Low Priority
By Cassandra Chew
Arts study in ethnic disciplines
like African masks, murals, Hispanic culture and Native American jewelry won't be found 1n
Chicago Public Schools because the people who shape art
curriculum do not find it necessary to devote entire classes to
those arts.
In fact some schools only discuss Afro-American art during
the month of February.
Based on information gained by
New Expression Interviews of
high school arts coordinators,
there isn't much emphasis on
educating teens about their cultural backgrounds through art.
According to John Allen, coordinator of high school arts programs at the Board of Education,
the schools only teach the "ba- ,

)chool of Airbru)h Art)
1330 S. Villa Ave;
Villa Park, IL 60181
(312) 834-7333
Air-brush Painting
Photo-Retouching
Photo-Restoration
Call or write for free
color Brochure

sics.· He said deciding what will
be included in arts classes is up
to the individual art teachers.
"ProjBcts are encouraged
throughout the semester, but it is
difficult for the office to set up this
type of structure," he said.
Esther Charbitz, an arts programming coordinator at
Lakeview High School, agreed.
"We have been trying to get
something started here," she
said, "but teachers are responsible for filling the needs as they
see fit."
According to Charbijz, African
Art and Latin American Art are included in the normal arts curriculum at her school, but there have
been no specific program~ created to educate students in and
about these arts.
"There's nothing specified, but
we try to bring out whatever we
can," she said.
"Some of the things that they
have done are African masks
and murals."
Even when programs are
started at schools, their survival
isn't guaranteed. Last year at
Senn a class in Native American
culture was offered, but the class
was not offered this year.
According to Enrique Grimaldo,
a Senn student, not many students showed an interest in the
class.
"We studied Native American
history four days of the week,
and once a week we did bead

ON PROM NIGHT.
LOOK LIKE YOU'VE DONE
YOUR HOMEWORK.

There isn't a store that has more great
looking prom tuxedos to choose from than
Gingiss. And that's all you have to remember
to look smart on the night of the big test.

g8nglss formalwear center
10%- 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT.

Pres~nt your high schooiiD to manager
of the G1ng1ss Fo~malwea1· Center nearest you
and rece1ve yours ecial rate.
0New Expression MARCH, 1988

work, • he said. Grimaldo learned
about Native American life, religion and culture. He found this
class interesting because he is
descended from Native Americans.
Arthur Gerson, curriculum coordinator at Curie, said that a
class dedicated to a particular
ethnic art such as African dance
is not necessary. "We cover it in
our regular classes."
Some of the things teachers
cover are songs from different
cultures and ethnic groups and
dance. "There's no reason to
have separate classes because
ij already exists in classes, • he
said.
Carole Saucier, an arts coordinator at Amundsen High School,
agreed. "The students get a
pretty good exposure in those
arts (in existing classes)," she
said.
However, according to Saucier,
Amundsen has an annual school
project called "International
Day," which allows the students
to get together to present dances
in native costumes. "There are
tribal dances, Korean dances
and Spanish dances; it is the
highlight of the year," she said.
Another reason why public
schools don't have these classes
could be the lack of financial resou rces. AC"cording to Henry
Muse, an art coordinator at Julian, Julian's art budget is not
large enough to accomodate a
program that addresses a specific ethnic background.
Robert Johnson, who works at
the Department of Curriculum at
the Board of Education said, "If
we started with one (ethnic art
class) we would have to have
one for all, and teaching ethnic
art is difficult.
"We encourage teachers to begin (art instruction) with the ethnic background because 1t increases interest if it is mo re relevant ," he said.
Even though the Board does
not provide for any specific ethnic art programming, Johnson
said that knowledge of one's
cultural background is essential
because h bu ilds pride. "Once
someone asked me what nation ality I was and I had to really think
about it."
Ausbra Ford, a professor of art,
said that there definitely isn't
enough done in high schools or
in society to educate people
about their backgrounds. "There
was a period during the 60's wrth
King and Malcom X and 'I am
beautiful,' but ij petered out," he
said.
Ford said American black culture was never properly evalu ated through critical wrrtings.
"There was no concerted pressure from organizations like
(Operatibn) PUSH, or the Urban
League taking an interest," he
said.
.ford believes that In order to
get the schools to teach ethnic
culture the community has to
insist upon it. He also said that
teaching culture in art classes
only around specific times of the
year is "definitely not enough."
"It needs to be taug ht on a continuous basis," he said.
Noted ceramist, Marva Lee
Pitchford Jolly, a Chicago area
artist, said schools can't do the
full job. She thinks the responsi-

bilijy must also be shared by
working artists in Chicago. "I
think there should be more. Artists should take more responsibilny to try to get more out than
just in Black History month. •
Jolly feels that art is important
because n defines who and
where we are.
Muse of Julian agreed. He said,
"You have to know where you
have been to know where you
are going."
Tom Umbras, a Catholic priest
of Missions of the Divine Word,
feels that getting Hispanics into
art is difficult.
"In the Hispanic communijy,
there is a richness of creativijy in
art and music, but it is difficult to
develop to its potential because
of lack of economic resources."

n

He said, "It will be a struggle for
Hispanic youth because they are
between two strong culturesone at home and one where they
leave the neighborhood to work
and go to school. They are between two worlds and it is difficult
to find who they are.
"They have to take more initiative to appreciate who they are
so hat they won't be at the point
of It- •ng their identijy ... (but) their
first \ ~Jrry is hand to mouth survival l nd family concerns," he
said.
Umbras said that ethnic art
should be a part of school curriculum. He said education
should attempt to address all of a
students' needs, including establishing a cultural identijy
through art study.

An analysis of the public schools art programing
would be incomplete without a look at the products
of that programing. Throughout this special supplement New Expression will profile some exemplary
high school arts students. The profiles were written
by Entertainment Editor Dave Ratzlow.
Andrew Tinsley
Senior: Whitney Young
High School
designer, painter
Andrew has been in one art
class or another throughout high
school, participating in every
competition he knew of. He has
developed a good relationship
with his teachers as he learned
the basics.
Describing the academic philosophy of his teachers he said,
"You could do your own thing as
long as y9u followed the specific
technique." H1s teachers set the
parameters of the project and
then advised on how to make n
better. The students shared
ideas and information on competitions and opportunities. "Every

Andrew has been able to turn his
talent into a sort of art entrepreneurship.
He has painted pictures on
original items of clothing and premade clothing for several of his
friends. He has also designed
prom dresses, requiring no more
payment than a photo for his
•
portfolio.
Encouraged by teachers and
students, Andrew entered all the
art fairs that he could. "When I
first won, sparked something in
me. I never thought that I could
draw as well as my friends."
Now Tinsley is very confident of
his work and his tuture. He prefers simple design rather than
overworked composhions. Andrew will go to the Art lnstrtute or
the American Academy of Art
next year.
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class that I've taken in school has
strengthened my foundation in

art:
He has also taken a class at the
Art Institute in commercial art.
"The Art Institute was more focused, but simpler. • He worked
with packaging and design and
advertisment in a disciplined setting.
Tinsley feels that a combination
of Art lnstrtute discipline and public school freedom would be the
best approach to an arts education.
My interview wrth Andrew was
interrupted by a phone call from a
fellow student who demanded to
know when Andrew would finish
painting her face on her jacket.

"I decided to go into the area
where I had the best grades and
what I felt best about. •
He said, "An art school would
be better for me than a university."
He plans to graduate in two and
a half years, then save money
earned in advertising to start his
own boutique or go back to
school for fashion design.
In his high school, Andrew says
that sometimes art classes are
determined by how many people
sign up. If one classroom is available for two classes, whichever
teacher signs the most students,
gets the classroom. Andy is looking forward to the added resources and focus of college.

Nicole Heaston
Junior: Kenwood
singer, musician
Nicole's musical life started at a
young age when her mother, an
ex-music teacher, signed her up
for piano lessons. Nicole's piano
teacher heard her sing once and
convinced her to audition for the
Chicago Children's Choir. Nicole
is now an accomplished soloist in
CCC and in the public performances given by the Kenwood
Music Department. Her favorite
type of music is opera.
About singing opera to pop
crazy high school students: "If
you can sing well they'll accept
you, period."
Nicole's teacher, Dr. Mclin,
gives open auditions for solos,
and Nicole is usually the one who
goes out to learn the music and ·
gets to do the solo. "Dr. Mclin is
the one who's mostly trying to
help me in my goals and gets me
set up fordoing scholarships and
making public performances.
Since I've been with her I've
made a lot of better developments."
But her mother is the one who
has influenced her the most.
"She stands by me in whatever I

Wendell Lowe
Senior: Von Steuben
singer, musician
When I came to the Lowe
household for this inter1iew,
Gospel music filled the air. Wendell Lowe's brothers and sisters
were singing and playing
around . It seems that his family,
music and God are the strongest
elements in his l~e.
Wendell's father, now de-

ceased, was a church pastor
who traveled with his family for
singing engagements. One of
the musicians who backed
Wendell's Father and Mother,
· Evelyn Gaye, inspired Wendell.
And after watching her for awhile
he started to play piano and other
instruments at a very early age.
Wendell describes his talent as
God-gifted.
His talent has earned him a position as piano player for the Ray
Berry Hill and Company in 1985.
Now, Wendell plays bass for Von
Steuben's concert choir, and piano tor the choruses and the jazz
band.
Wendell's brQthers and sisters
studied music under Kenneth
Moore Lennon who was a music
teacher at Crane. When he was
still in grade school Wendell
played the drums for the Crane
Choir. When Lennon was trans-

want to do. She's a good example for me."
Her most memorable performance was at Orchestra Hall with
the Kenwood Choir when she did
solos for real opera fans. Nicole
admits that stardom is not that
important, but she is looking forward to more fame and fortune.
She says she tries not to get a big

fared to Von Steuben Wendell
decided to make that his high
school.
Wendell has developed a good
relationship with his teacher.
They work together on arrangements, and this May some of his
compositions will be in the yearend show.
Occasionally he jams with other
talented students, but he considers himself a soloist.
His bother Anthony took on the

role of pastoring the family
church, and Wendell is now a
minister who counsels young
people. All of the family feel that
the church and music are important in their lives. They even incorporate their youngest brother
who is deaf into the concerts.
Now that some of the family has
moved away and gotte n married,
the Lowe's plan to have a reunion concert later this year. Hopefully in time for an album recording session that his church will do
in August.
In September, Wendell plans to
go to Northeastern University or
Columbia College Chicago to
study recording engineering. "I
would like to produce singers or
work in electronics. My hands
are very special to me. If something happens to my talents I
want to have something to fall
back on."

Photo by David Ratzlow
head .
Next year she plans to remain
involved with CCC and the Kenwood choir, and she planS'to
write songs and enter talent competitions. Then she plans to go
on to "U. of 1.," Urbana, or the
Eastman School of Music in
Connecticut.
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Counseling
(Continued from Page 7)
Jung, a counselor at Senn. When
the eighth grade teachers say a
student is interested in art, Jung
explains what courses in art are
available at Senn.
"Once we program the student,
it's really up to the art teacher" to
identify student talent and encourage them into out-of-school

Richards, a band instructor at
Kenwood.
Moving beyond simply identifying the talented students and
molding them into artists requires the kind of attentio n some
teachers aren't sure Chicago art
students are receiving.
According to Jung and other
teachers contacted by New Expression , the Chicago Board of
Education has established no
formal counseling system to
identify and develop students
with artistic talents.
A teacher at Corliss said more
counseling is needed for high
school students to make them
aware of various arts career options. "Minority students think the
only arts field you can go into is
teaching, (or) they think that you
sit on a street and draw a portrait," said Virginia Dorsey.
"There are so many branches
they can go into that they aren't
even aware of."
Bash Birman, a senior at
Mather, also said it's up to the
individual arts teacher to counsel
students.
"There is no, quote, 'counselor'
for the arts. I think there should
be," airman said.
Conrad Garcia, a senior at
Kelvyn Park, said he has received more arts counseling
from his family and their contacts
than he has from his school. "My
sister influenced my decision to
be an artist," Garcia said.
With the help of his brother,
Garcia was able to enroll in an
arts class independent of the
public school system. And Garcia said his father has informed
him of arts courses that are available in his neighborhood.
Calumet's Tucker says he informs his students about out-ofschool arts programs, but then

arts programs, she added. Identifying talent may be the easiest
part of an art teacher's responsibilities.
"We'll notice that a student has
a skill or talent for capturing art.
They're a little more creative.
They'll take an assignment a
step further," said Betty J.
Jacobs, an arts teacher at Morgan Park.
"Students often identify their
own giftedness. I observe it.
They know whether they can do
things really well," said James C.

AN OPEN HOUSE FOR HIGH SCHOOL
JUNIORS,
THEIR PARENTS AND FRIENDS
Sunday, May 1, 1988
12:30 p.m.
College Union Building
Campus Tours, Admission Information
Refreshments

Elmhurst has:
* More than 50 academic majors
* 90% success in placement of graduates
* over 550 residence hall spaces

* a convenient location, only 16 miles west

of downtown Chicago
* more than 40 student organizations
* 14 intercollegiate sports for men and
women
* moderate costs and over $3 million in
financial aid

.!

I, I'
ReseNations are required by April 27th.
Please call us at (312) 279-4100, Ext. 486.
~L~~~~COLL~g~

190 Prospect Avenue
Elmhurst, Illinois 60126

REu~noN '? Club'?
T -Shirt package oea\
30 shirts printed
with
'{our design
one Guaranteed price
\.,\rnitcd iirne on\)'
CA.LL fOR DET ,\\LS

Sub-Terrain Graphic
(312) 233-0635
9·5 pm M-F

it's left to the students to call and
find out about the programs.
Teachers said many students
won't attend out-of-school programs for economic reasons, or
if they don't like the amount of
travel that would be required.
"A lot of times transportation or
a job is a problem (for students),"
said James Izard, an arts teacher
at Fenger. He added that many
Fenger students are reluctant to
travel to the Loop or on their own
to attend an arts workshop.
Garcia said ''there are a lot programs" he hears about through
Kelvyn Park, but, "They're very,
vary expensive.
"I'm not going to pay $200 to
someone who will teach the basics: he said.
Mary Alice Nesti, an arts
teacher at Austin, is sometimes
reluctant to tell her students
about out-of-school programs
"where there's an expense involved."
"I don't know if they can afford
$132: she said.
At Clemente, Aguilar contends
that "it's hard" to get students to
attend arts programs.
"Unless somebody else goes,
they don't want to go. We can't
seem to talk them into going," he
said.
Alfonso Jaimson, a senior at
Collins, said some of his classmates "lad< self-motivation." "It's
up to you, as a student, to follow
up on (a teacher's) encouragement. I try to encourage (other)
students myseH: Jaimson said.
Jaimson takes advantage of
out-of-school programs. He's
currently taking a fashion illustration course at the Art rnstitute on
Sundays.
Jacobs, at Morgan Park, has
even talked to parents to encourage them to allow their son or
daughter to attend an out-ofschool program. She admits that
this method doesn 't always
work.
"A lot of parents want their children in more academic programs, not art. They'll get exicited when they hear their child is
excelling in math," Jacobs said.
Still other teachers claim that
not enough is done to publicize
extra-curricular arts programs. "I
try to tell them things I know
about. But sometimes I don't
know about things that are happening two or three blocks away
(from the school)," Loftus, of

Kelvyn Park, said.
Chris Drinka, a senior at Taft,
said more can be done to publicize arts programs. While attending a Museology (museum
sciences) Class at the Field
Museum last year, some of
Drinka's friends told her they
wished they had taken the class.
Drinka said "not too many• students were aware of the program
until itWas well underway. Drinka
considers herseH "one of the
lucky ones" who took the class.
Perhaps another lucl<y student
is Nikki Stewart, a sophomore at
Kenwood. Stewart, who's interested in creative writing, said she
hears about many programs and
contests from her chemistry
teacher.
"Every day my chemistry
teacher mentions things that
have absolutely nothing to do
with chemistry: she said. As an
example, Stewart said her
teacher mentioned an essay
contest where the topic students
were asked to write about did not
relate to science.
"I think (what he does) is great,"
she added.
Analisa Leppanen, a senior at
Lincoln Park, is taking a dance
class at her school. She wants to
be a writer someday, and would
like to take out-of-school courses
on writing. "But right now I really
don't have a lot of time: she said.
To help teachers place students in music, dance, drama,
and visual arts programmings
throughout the city, the Chicago
Coaltion for Arts in Education
and the Board of Education offer
a 96-page directory titled, "Chicago Arts Resources: Growing
Up With Art".
According to Steele, 27,000
teachers will receive a copy from
the school board. Copies can be
purchased for $7.50 each.
While the directory will help
teachers identify more opportunities for their students, it does
not address what Steele of the
Arts Coalition believes is the
system's basic problem-that
students are not receiving professional arts instruction at an
early enough level to have a
meaningful impact on their lives.
"If you're going to be a friendly
amateur, (the high school level)
is not too late (to begin art study).
But it's really too late to begin to
properly develop a student with
real artistic talent," she said.

How Would You Like to Win $400?1
Horizon Inc. and TIA C.O.P.E. Project (Neon Street Center) announce an
Arts Contest to Help Fight Ignorance about AIDS
If you are interested in finding out more about this contest, pleose fill out the following form and send it to:
Street Center for Youth
3227 North Sheffield A venue
Chicogo,IL 60657
Attention: HeoHh Educator
If you have any further quest1ons, feel free to contact us at 528-5349. (Ask for the Health Educator.)
You must be between 13-20 years old to enter. All entries must be In by May 1st.
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CSC Meeting is Finger Licking Good ...

Real Issues Seem too Slippery to Hold
When the CSC was
started, many students saw
it as a long-needed opportunity for teens to play a role
in the administration of
public schools. Some of us
hoped that maybe, just
maybe, teens would bring
some fresh air and new
ideas to the Board of Education. But now it looks as if
any fresh ideas they might
have had are gathering dust
in the BOE's files.
What has gone wrong? At
the latest esc meeting,
members bickered among
themselves while President
Antonio Washington tried to
calm them down. Adult
coordinators sat in the room
and did nothing. It turned
out that the Board of Education had spent money from
the CSC's budget without
consulting or even informing
them. The climax of the
meeting came when mem-
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bers of the council proposed
organizing a esc talent
show, catering provided by
Popeye's Chicken. Was the
esc really started to
achieve these goals?
Obviously, any organization that is as unique as
esc will have a lot of
problems in settling down
and organizing itself in its
first few years. There is no
point in expecting radical
changes from a council that
began less than a year ago.
But esc members cannot
forget that the hopes of
many Chicago students are
focussed on their actions.
So far, they haven't done
much to encourage those
hopes.
The esc has met as a
body only twice during the
entire school year. The
districts (North, South and
Central) have had seperate
meetings, but turnout has
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been poor (14 out of 54 at
one North Side meeting).
Without more frequent allesc meetings, how will.the
council tackle common student problems like the
availability of counselling in
schools, or the conditions of
facilities and supplies?
And is the CSC going to be
directly involved in the widespread school reforms that
have been supported by the
Mayor's office? So far there
has been little indication of
student involvement in any
reform discussions.
One thing we do know the
esc is organizing is a talent
show. It is tragic that a
council which could do so
much for teens in this city is
turning its head away from
all its possibilities. The
blame for this lies not so
much with the teens in the
council, but with the the
adults who are supposed to

be coordinating and guiding
it.
Granted, it is a students'
council, and therefore the
input should come from
teens. But at the same time,
it is not fair to bring together
a bunch of students who
have very little experience of
running organizations and
expect them to conduct
themselves perfectly. The
adult coordinators should be
working closely with the
council's student officers,
helping them to cooperate
among themselves, and
generally putting the esc
on a firmer footing.
In fact , through doing
exactly nothing, these adult
coordinators have managed
to successfully "prove" a
favorite belief of many
adults-that teens aren't
mature enough to run an
organized council by themselves. Well, by not demon-

strating how to establish
communication between
esc members, by not
showing these members the
most efficient ways of
conducting meetings, and
by not helping them to
evaluate realistically what
they're really aiming to accomplish, they've ensured
that the esc will not work.
This year and next year
are crucial times, for it is
now that it will be decided
whether or not the esc will
be taken seriously as a
voice for students. esc
president Antonio Washington rightly told council
members at their last
meeting, "We have to lay a
strong foundation now."
The CSC also needs all
the help from the Board of
Education that it can get.
For the sake ofthousands of
Chicago students, let's hope
the council gets it.
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Illustration by Lawana Fox

Advisor's Whim Stifles
Student Expression
New Expresssion Special
Assignments Editor Adolfo
Mendez is also active on the
staff of his high school yearbook at Kelvyn Park High
School. Recently a whole
paragraph from a story he
wrote was removed becau se his yearbook advisor
objected to one word in it.
That one word was "abortion" and it had been used in
a retrospective article on the
1987-88 school year. The
article mentioned a Supreme Court decision
overturning an Illinois law
requiring women under 18
to notify their parents at
least 24 hours before having
an abortion.
Mendez's teacher, who
considers abortion an unfit
topic for a school yearbook,

removed first the word
"abortion" and then the
entire paragraph from the
story. Mendez later resigned
from the yearbook staff in
protest.
The censorship of
Mendez's article was done
for no clear reason, other
than that the teacher did not
personally approve of the
word "abortion." After all,
profanity was not involved,
and surely high school
students have the maturity
to discuss abortion and the
issues raised by it .
A student publication aims
to inform and create awareness among its readers.
Why should Mendez be penalized for doing that?
The Supreme Court recently ruled in the Haze l-

wood case that student
expression can be censored
if it involves material which
is contrary to a school's
educational mission. Discussing a court ruling on
abortion hardly seems contrary to the goals of education.
What Mendez may only
have been guilty of was offending his teacher's private
beliefs-which should play
no part in the editing of a
school yearbook.
Mendez's story is an example of the kind of danger
which the Hazelwood case
poses. The First Amendment guarantee of free
expression is too important
a right to be sacrificed for
anyone's personal perceptions-even a teacher's.

Letters to the

Editor:,~-·

What's with people?
(In response to Stephanie
Walter's article, "Black Students
Aren't Quitters," in last month's
New Expression.)
What is it with people now?
Stop putting pressure on the
color and find out what's in their
heads. This black college fU'nd is
outrageous. I think it is wrong.
You should give money to people
who need it, not only to black
college funds.
Now, I know that white people
may have money to go to college, but not all of them do. And
what about Mexicans or Puerto
Ricans? You can't just leave
them out. Now my mother raised
me to love and care for everyone
and everyone is th e same. Skin
color doesn't matter now.
If you want to give to a college

fund, then do it right. Open it to all
kinds of people: colored, Puerto
Rican, Mexican, Chinese, white,
and whatever comes your way.
Give everyone a chance, not just
black people but everyone who
needs it. If you don't agree with
what I have written, I guess you
should read it over and over until
you understand. Everyone
needs your help, not just black
college funds.
Sandy Murry
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By Vecia Madden
From Seventeen's April,
1980 issue entitled, "Long Live
the Prom": "Mocked in the 60's,
Ignored in the early 70's, prom is

(;II

back (in the SO's)!"
Senior prom is traditionally a
history making "night to be remembered" in the lives of teenagers. Senior proms are high
school students' big night to

howl, a night of engagement announcements and affirmation of
friendships. Millions of teens
have undergone this ritual of
romance, panic, thrills and letdowns on this one special night.

CONDOMS
BY
MAIL ORDER
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JF YOU DON T LIKl: GOING TO A DRUG
STORE TO BUY YOUR CONDOMS, YOU

Buv YOUR CONDOMS
THE HOUSE OF
GEORGE UNLTD.
1

DON T HAVE TO.

HORSE DRAWN CARRIA GES

"86-9017

7.15-9 4 00

FROM:

P.O. Box 1330
N.Y., N.Y. 10025
SEND $3.00 POR

S"-W'LE AND INFO, OR

$8.90

POR YOUR PIRST ORDER 01' IlLTRAnnN PlUME
CONDOMS.

ATTENTION
PROM GOERS
step out of your world ...
and in to ours
on that SPECIAL NIGHT enjoy
a half hour CARRIAGE RIDE
thru the gold coast
offering romantic rides in
LINCOLN PARK area.
Please call for reservations, further information
C HI CAGO
CARR IA Gr STA'lO\

Youth Wanted

14-21 register for the Department of Human Services
Youth Participation Project
(Y.P.P.)
(A CERTIFICATE PRO-

GRAM)
Learn How to Work on Volunteer Board of Directors
How government work
Classes on processing in
problem solving:
decision making:
Policy making processes:

Call Princella Gillian today
at 744-0894

Prom seems to be an institution
again, and it may be because the
anti-prom sentiments of '60s are
no longer valid. Twenty years
ago a girl would rather wear a
black armband (to protest the
Vietnam war) than a wrist corsage, rather attend a demonstration than a dance.
But now that American rite of
passage, the prom, is back. Or is
it?
To answer this pressing
question New Expression
asked a few students how they
felt about prom night and if they
believed that the old prom magic
is back.
Ali Kaye, a senior at Von Steuben was unsure about prom
being back. However, she said
she planned to attend hers, only
because she's a senior and it'll
be an "experience."
David Morton, another senior,
from Leo, was more sure of the
prom's contemporary status. "It's
definitely back, n he said and he's
definitely going. "It's my last time
to go out with my girlfriend and
friends. Everything's going to be
nice: nice car, nice food .. ."
Julie Harden of Lindblom said
the prom is back, but is too commercial. Nevertheless, she's
looking forward to it, only to be
social.
A student who asked to be anonymous said, "The prom is
back, but I'm not going.
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Illustrations by Lorraine Reyes
"I don't see any sense in spending hundreds of dollars on one
night, (and) I won't regret not
going ten years from now. n
Sharonda Hayes, a senior at
Lindblom, said she was not going
on prom for religious reasons.
She does not feel it is important
enough to sacrifice her Sabbath
observations.
Another anonymous student
said he wasn't going either. "I
lack some of the necessary
items," he said, "like a car,
money and a date.n
Though many teens may fall
into this category, they worry
about regretting it later on in their
lives if they don't attend their
proms now. Rebecca Nelson, a
senior at Von Steuben said she is
undecided about going. "If I don't
go I won't regret it," she said.
Denean Genous, a senior at
Von Steuben, enjoys the "prom
spirit" but thinks there is too
much pressure that goes along
with prom, like finding a dress
and a date. She said she's going
just to be part of the "in crowd. n
It looks like prom is definitely
back, but for how long? Other
social concerns may get in the
way eventually, but let's not concern ourselves with that yet. Let's
just concentrate on having a
blast and looking great at this
year's prom.
See ya there!
-30-
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LANE PLAZA
I
SHORTS I
2550 WEST ADDISON ST. • • • • • • • • • • • • .
CHICAGO, IL 60618

Special Prom Section
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NO, u£0R.Gc ... YOU 'U SMcltR. MY MAJ<E -VP
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After the "night you'll always
remember," some prom-goers
will want to go home and call it a
night. For others though, the
prom just isn't enough.

Luckily for these people, New
Expression has compiled a list
of some post-prom night spots
open to teens. Included are not
only places for those who seek

Will you be
among the students
raise their SAT scores
250 points?

DORA LA
COUTURE
•FASHION
CONSULTANT
•PROM
GOWNS

11~1'1\1 1,lllfllUR

•SEWING

ATTEND KAPLAN'S

NSTRU.CTION

SUMMER SCHOOL
JOIN A KAPLAN'S
STRATEGY SESSION

BRIDES' AND
BRIDESMAIDS'
GOWNS

noNT COMP£fE wrrn

A KAPLAN STUDENT- BE ONE

U N I VER S I TY

PROGRAMS
FOR CAREERS
Arts
Business
Education
Drama
Music
Nursing
Pre-Law

Accounting
Communications
Humanities
Computer Science
Natural Sciences
Social Sciences
Pre-Medicine

·--------------------------------------------,
Please Send Information to:
Name
________ s.s. tt - -Address
City, State, Zip _ _ __

------

School C urrently Attending - - - -- - -- -- - - - _____________ of ________
Class Rank
Intended Major
Mail to: Office of Admissions DePa ul University
25 E. jackson Blvd .. Chicago, IL 60604

L------------------------------------------TELEPHONE FOR INFORMATION 341-8300

teens on prom night. For more
places, check around with other
prom-goers or with friends who
attended last year's prom. A
note: ALWAYS PHONE FIRST

to avoid any problems on prom
night. Have a good time!

~

See CTVN Jobs.
1588 1/2 N.
Milwaukee.
Room 201 M-F 12-5
for more information
call 342-0771

ask for ·Miriam
or Oscar

8246 S. Kimbark
374-8863

DEPAUL

AN/) JV1CS5 UP MY flAIR .'

AHention West
Town Low
Income Youth 'E;rperience tlie spfencfor
(16-21 yrs.
L'T'D
of a 6ygone era... Coach.JforstLivery,
141 O'J{prth. Orft.ans
old)
~or you ant£ tliat specia{ person on tfiat nigfit to re-

free employment
•CUSTOM training and job
DESIGN
referrals.

COMI'Ul! ill/! 1\lli/\(,Nl)~l!L
I \.'Ill Ulli lllrJ J\~lli\BOUT
1'1\li!V:,WTOlllil !l.l llUR K1URIIOURUJII J(,f COUt:<,!: lj';t_, Sl MINI\R

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 437-6650
CHICAGO NORTH
764-5 151
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO 346-9346
HIGHLAN D PARK
LA GRANGE CENTER

P~ 1 IVOT TO 6CT HAI?.IVEl)l

elegance and style, but spots for
those who'd rather not worry
about how to pay the bill.
This listing is just a sample of
the places that will be available to

·

mem6er
rr'rave{ tfirougfi Cfiicago 's (jo[t£ Coast ant£ La~front
in antique 19tfi century 'Victorian carriages.
Coacfies are avai[a6[e evenings at tfie west sUfe of tfie
o[t£ Water 'Tower, 1/ 2 6£ocK_ west of ?rficfiigan .9lve.
Preference wif{ 6e given to tfiose fio[tfing tic~ts from
"Ticket Master'® .
~orfurtfierinformation p[ease

ca[[: 266-7878.

~
~

Ticket Centers are located a t a ll Sportmort and
. . . . , _ , . Rose Records Stores; selected Baskin Clothing
•• Stores and Corson. Pirie, Scott & Co. loca tions;
ondJhe Tribune Tow e r.

S teppin' Out on
Prom :J{jgfit
Step out in sty{e
for tfiis year's
pt]{_O?rf

Free
Pregnancy
Testing

Your c hoic e of the
many styles to pick
from, at a Rental or
Sale cost that's far
less than you'd expect. Perfect for
when the night says
'Special.'

•Test results while you wait
•All ser vices confidential
• Con venient appointments
• 24 hour hotline

Convenient
locations
Crisis Pregnanc y Center
LOOP
263-1576
104 S. Michigan
(at Michigan and Monroe)

SOUTH
735-2162
7905 S. C icero Ave.
(Scottsdale Shopping Center)

Rental & Sales at low pric es
Large Selection
Wedding gowns, Bridesmaid, Prom, Cotillion. Communion
dresses, etc.
lnvltalo n & ac cesorles
VIde o , photography & Umouslne seNic e
Wedding gown cleaning. restoring and preseNing seNice.

J.M. FORMAL WEAR

Tuxedo and Bridal Shop

1ft
~

for Your Memorable Moments
1817 W. 47th St. oo 847-3124
10% to 20% discount with student ID & this ad.
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Dianna's
212 S. Halsted
Contact: Petros (332-122S)
Cost per couple : $22
Comments: Open to 2 am. Live
entertainm ent, Greek cuisine located in the heart of Greek town.
Free parking; reservations aren't
needed.
My Pie
2417 N. Clark
Contact : Anyone (929-3380)
Cost per couple: $1S

Comments: Open until2 am. All
kinds of pizza, salads and sandwiches. Basically a casual restaurant, a good deal for prom
groups. In expensive parking
($2). Reservations for people of
10 or more.
Red amarks
2263 N. Lincoln
Contact: John (787-9866)
Cost per coupl e: under $10
Comments: Good place for
prom because it's elegant.
Prices are very low. Open until
1:30 on weekends . Items are

GET YOUR TUX ...
'N Save
MoreBux
at Seno!
The prom IS your
spec1al moment . so
play 11 up 1n a tux from
Seno Formal Wear.
We feature des1gner
tuxedos and tails
1nclud1ng Pierre
Cardin, Etoile, Ce Soir
and Christian Dior.
Seno has the style and
price you want for your
prom. So don't delay!
Stop in at your nearest
Seno location today.

Jdno
FORMAL WEAR

Oak Lawn
Calumet City
Greenoaks Shopp.ng Center R1ver Oaks West
(95th & Cicero)
891 -2950
63&-2500

IT tu45

McDonalds
LaSalle and Ontario •
Contact: None needed
Cost per couple: prices may
vary
Comments: This one of the best
fast-food places in Chicago. It
combines SO's and 60's decor
under one roof. A very
aHordable after-prom activity.
There is free parking. There
might be a wait for tables.

here. Music and dancing here
always. Due to the big turnout,
there can be a long wait in line.
Open Friday and Saturday
nights only. Only those 17 and
older allowed after 11 pm.
No Exit
6970 N. Glenwood
Contact: Anyone (743-333S)
Cost per couple: $8 on weekends
Comments: Live entertainment,
mainly folk music and soft rock.
Various kinds of coffees and pastries. Can only seat about 60
people. Open to 1:30am.

McMahon's
1970 N. Lincoln
Contact: Anyone (7S1-1700)
Cost per couple : $23
Comments: A unique sports bar
with plenty of pictures of athletes;
diners just never know what celebrities may show up. Open until
2 am w eekends. There are no
reservations except for parties
with over six people.

Tania 's Restaurant
2659 N. Milwaukee
Contact: Mr. Sanchez (23S7120)
Cost per couple : $ 13-$20
Comments: Music with a dance
floor; live band. You can bring
you own cassettes and albums;
they have equipment. Ope n until
7 am.

Moosehead Bar & Grill
163 W. Harrison
Contact: Mitchell (922-3640 or
3276)
Cost per couple: TuesdayThursday , $6; Friday-Sunday,$8
Comments: Casual atmosphere, food served until 9 pm on
weekdays, 1 :30 am on weekends, live jazz entertainment
every
night. Free parking. Jazz music
only.

Ron of Japan
230 E. Ontario
Contact: Anyone (644-6SOO)
Cost per couple: $40-$SO
Comments: .Japanese atmosphere is very nice. Food is p repared at your table, which is
unusual. Open until 11 pm. Reservations recommended.

Carson 's " The Place for Ribs"
61 2 N. Wells (Wells and Ont ario)
Contact: Anyone (280-9200)
Cost per couple : $30
Comments: Ribs, screen TV
which shows videos. Open until
12 am.

SPECIAL
ENTERTAINMENT

Calo's Pizeria Restaurant
5843 N. Clark
Contact: Anyone (271-772S)
Cost per couple: $10-$40
Comments: Live band with dinner and dancing until 1 am week
nights, 2 am Fridays and Saturdays.

Medusa's
3257 N. Sheffield
Contact: Dave Shelton (935363S)
Cost per couple: $7 each, $2 for
non-alcholic drinks
Comments: Big prom turnout

Ed Debevic's
640 N. Wells
Contact: Michelle Nickels (664-

!He 6/U"ATeST

nMe OF MY LiP£ !

1707)
Cost per couple: $1S
Comments: Prices are very affordable, SO's decor, big groups
are welcome. Open until 1 am.
No reservations required, but
there could be a five to 30 minute
wait.

Compiled by Kim Hubbard

C{assifieds
ere
an a lernatlve. <.;al
SHIMER COLLEGE ADMISSIONS.
623-8400.

change. Spanky
Alternative Chicago Public School
For Pregnant School • Age Girls:
You may want to consider tranferring
to the Tesla/Arts of Living H.S. tfyou
are pregnant, if you live south, call
947-5080 northsiders call 337-3050.
CALL NOW FOR INFORMATION.

Stop Sexual Abuse of Students.
Information and referral service completely confidential - FREE OF
CHARGE - We can help. Call 3342227.

Seno has
your stylel
Chleago
6 E. Randolph St
(Northeast corner State & Randolph)
782-1115

quickly served. Art deco decor.
There could be a 30 minute wait
for seats on the weekends. Reservations reccommended for
parties of eight or more.

P<t:JM 1l? 8 ?

Latonya S of Flower.: Why do you
continue to run . We been trying for a
monh. But somethings may never

Birth control services for You, call
Family Planning at IL Masonic Medi.cal Center. 883-7050

Family Planning Services- STATE
GRANT - Daniel Hale Williams
Health Center. 5044 South State
Street. Tuesdays & Thursdays, 5:00
p.m. to 8:00p.m. Call for an appointment.
Free Pregnancy Testing - Immediate results. Aid For Women, 8 S.
Michigan Avenue. 621 -1100.

C(assifiec£ Order ~arm

111 E Oa k S t
280-0800

Or Me ua at any one of our other 12 convenient metropolitan Chicago locatlona.

Place your message in New Expression's June Issue. Justfill out theform below.

Special Student Discount
Just bnng 1n your h1gh school I.D. card, and you'll rece1ve a special10%
to 20% student prom discount at any Seno Formal Wear 1ocat1on.

Yourmcssagewi ll be seen by I 40.000studcn tsdty·wide; those at yourschool and 79otherh1gh schools. It will onlycosta dollarper
(40chamctcrswhtch lncluclcslcltcrs.spaccs.and ALL p u nctua Uonmarks.) l'lcasepaywith chcck or moneyordcr tfyou plantomaUyour
order ln. We will acccpt ca.~h only Ifyou hand deltvc:.ryou ronlcrfomt.
Jus I fitl outtheorclerfonn below. Mall ttlousor s top byou rofficcbetwecn 12 :00p.m .-6:30p.m . wcckdaystodrop!loiT. The last day for
occcpUng mcsso!(eswi tl be Moy I 2. so i\CTNOW and send yourmcsso~,tcTODI\YI
Although mes.~ngcs will not be taken over the ph ot tc ond will not be accepted wi thout payment. we are able to am;wcr wtyqucstlonsyou
mnyhove. Cnii 6C>.1 0543 bel ween II :00 6 :30andu~k tospt·ak tosomconc tn thcclnsslficddcpartmcnt. Mcssa&<csarcsubjcct to th
pu bll'!her'sopprovnl.
Nome:

I lome Phon e: - - - - City : _ _ State: _ Zip: _ _
Total# ofllnes: _ _x$ 1.00 = $ _ _ (You reost)

1\ddrr~s :

·------------------------~~
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Attach tl'lt's'>llgcs to separnte sheet of paper. O' !Cllsc prinl)
Se nd yo ur m oney ord er or c heck a nd order fo rm to: New Exprest lon Attn: Clau lflcd Dept. 20 7 s. Wabeah, Chicago, n. 60604

Make a fast break to the

McDonald's@
; <fhica!\O [ribunt

Northern Illinois vs.
Northwest Indiana

s
ss

* * -* *
* * Children's
*Ronald* McDonald
Charities
Benefitting

and Chicago Tribune Charities
See high school basketball at its best as
teams from neighboring states shoot for the title!

Saturday, April 23, 1988 • 2 p.m.
East Chicago·Central High School
East Chicago, Indiana
Tickets available by mail:
East Chicago Central High School
Athletic Dept.
1100 W. Columbus Drive
East Chicago, IN 46312
Attn: McDonald's/Chicago Tribune All-Star Classic

Tickets also available at
Chicago Tribune Public Service Office
Room 158, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m., weekdays.

Make check or money order -- do not send cash -- payable to
RMCC/Chicago Tribune Charities

~ Half-time entertainment!

X

Chicago Bulls Wheelchair Team and more!

McDonald's Owners of Chicagoland
& Northwest Indiana

For further information contact
Pauline Horwath or William Morris at (219) 392-8758 or
Stephanie Perry at (312) 751-2121.

POETS
Some Poems from Chicago writers.

Untitled
1.
Break the silence
I need to hear a sound
other than my cry from inside
Let me hear the sound
Of you, in me
Show me how it feels
to be free
2.
I become a dancing
Oame in your eyes
Take me into your
invis ible arms
to a world of nothing
Where dark is light
And black is white

3.
I ask the question
Again and again
Why docs he do it?
An utter cry for help
For which he w~nts no reply
T r) ing to J.:a,·c
Rut wan ting to q ay
In the mids t of it all
Our lives fade away
Wanting to reach out our hands
And make rum come back
To a life he once knew
4.
I'm alone with a thousand faces
A million eyes that bum deep
into my sole existence
Questioning my every move
With the blink of an eye
I escape, through the
masquerade of life

5.
Blind Seduction
I am a slave to your world
I become nothing
While you absorb me into you
Darkness invades my soul
As you become my destiny

6.
Free yourself from the guilt and
pain
No one can control
The stinging rain
That falls from the eyes
Of dying memories
Locked inside a c hild's soul

Illustration Lanetta Fox
In sunshine's rosy bower.
When diamonds chance to crown
the pack,
That's when I stake the gold;
But thousands then arc won and Jo,a,
By gamblers, young and old.

That does remain, wind whispering
name
of the girl I once knew as my Jove.
Scott Spilky
Untitled

When clubs are trump look out for
war,
On ocean and on land;
For naughty deeds are often done
when clubs are held in hand.
At last turns up the darkened spade,
Held by the toiling slave,
And a spade will turn up high at last;
And dig each player's grave.

Behind every person
There's a hard working soul,
Behind every good task
There is a goal.
Whatever you feel
that is your heart,
complaining and discouragement
will not help you start.

Antonio Sharp
Forlorn
The water rolls calm and sure
over the grains of sand.
Beating, beating-ever repeating
are the heartbeats to my hand.
The wind blows strong and far
across the twisting terrain.
Thinking, thinking-always stinking
are the memories within my brain.

Picking up yourself
Your strive to achieve,
The battle is great
In return, you 'II receive ...
A goal worth trying for
a stand to be free,
Believing that one can survive.
Endurance is the key.
Valerie Johnson

Illustration by David Vergel

Greedy fantasies
Everything which has existed
Now does not exist
Silent outrage
Thrill seekers
Wildmen I have known
You laugh
I sometimes think
You're laughing at me
I know it's silly
but it's true
sick lectures
street comers
There's nothing
more I can do
but say no to
Drugs
Alcohol
Cigarettes
Sex
And the next thing
you know
you 'II be telling me
to say no
to fun
Anonymous
At 16
No t even a mustache
To tickle my women
Speck in Life
I'm a speck
Within time and space
Like atoms ready to split open
To divide
No matter the world is infinite
And I entombed behind suffering
Fate
There's no significant understanding
As to how the world is understood
Perhaps death
As life
Is inevitable

Walking through mirror
I have admired many
skeletons on the train
on the bus
They never seem to
sleep nor do they
Eat
They just keep a
Perpetual stare
And always alone

bill from my pocket
1 heard in ballad
Your love had to be full filled
In white silk
I watched with half an eye
I vision your
walk
Talk
laugh
smile

Dana Dombrowski
Life's a Game
This life is but a game of cards,
Which everyone must learn;
each shuffles, cuts, and deals the
deck,
And then a trump does tum.
Some show up a high card,
While others make it low;
and many turn no cards at allfor they came late to show.
When hearts are up I play for love,
such pleasure rules the hour;
Each day goes naturally along,
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The gulls soar high and Ooat
above the sparkling sea.
Jolting, jolting- never halting
must pain stay with me?

The following poems are written by
William Maxey

Gone are the foamy waters,
gone are the gulls from abo~e.

Images that cast no shadows
Everyday explosions on a street

Ruling My World

Factoring life
Through a hopeless valley
Of odd shaped numbers
Thoughts of integers
drag me across a dark atmosphere
knowing every breath I take
Is a floating
Scientific notation
Realizing Reality
Life equal to death
And death a trinomial
of everlasting hell
My brain cracks like
halves of fractions
Ever more complicated
than trigonometry of
Calculus
Mucus dripping from my
nose like pretty dark spots
It's a decimal point
And It's a wonder
with a question mark
I sit at my wooden desk
wondering if all my problems
are right
But sometimes I think I'm wrong
when I know I'm wrong
Stephen's Darkness

I plucked a crisp ten dollar
Cry for me
I am the te M
That feels your pain
I am the fear
That scrcan1 s in yo ur eyes

Math the Way It Is

Changeling In the Aisles

Fallen Infatuation

7.

smell
and how you would taste
when I wrap my lips around you
How you would feel
I rode the subway train
many a mile
walked into a screen door
Bedazzled by all the wonderful
Things I saw
And when I saw that Rose
Beauty crept inside
With a smile it whispered your
name
and there was an artSwer at home
a smBe swept the upside down lines
on your face away

It was the art of
Stephen's darkness
That death followed and
Pursued me threatening me
Never to play the game again
Listen to it call out my
Name I didn't know it would
Ever hurt me Oh I'm caught
Up in the middle of the ocean
I don't know If I'm right or
wrong It's the destruction
of the world
I'm being cornered
can't breathe-need air
Reality intersect
Chatty Laid-back Urban Homeboy
Sloppy black Ghetto Kid
wasting your time
Drinking cheap Gin and wine
Kneeling on cracked knees
worshipping the corrupt
Urine Painted sun

YoUNG CHICAGO is New Expression's literary
section. We print poetry, prose, and drama. Do
you have a story to tell? Do you enjoy critiquing
other works by young authors? If you do we'd
like to hear from you. If you can't come by our
offices, but would like to have a manuscript
reviewed for possible publication, contact Scott
Spilky at (312) 663-0543 .
:·

Beggars huddle in a comer
Bristle thorns
Slither down their throats
They do not scream
They do not yell
For fear
Everyone may laugh

Darkened lights of fue,
Never to see
The oppression that you receive
Never to understand
The need to be free,
Always to have the knowledge
Of the being of me.

The Being of Me

Paul Pinkston

As you walk down
An eternally black hall,
Filled with the emptiness
of every present night,
You see the darkness
Of eternal light,
Feel the warmth of
The ever flickering

My Fantasy World
My fantasy world
is full of free individuals,
Never to be afraid
or to be encased in Walls.
Roaming the Earth
as free as birds,

Do the things
thought of as unheard.
Being a friend
of everyone,
Enjoying thepeace
of being alone.
Talking with a friend
of what could be,
And loving freedom
and being free.
Giving and receiving
the love from my girl,
This is the fantansy
of my world.

Reality
So many people are out of touch
Reality
Isn"t So hard to grasp
Reality
Are minds need to open up
Reality
Can be scary as hell
Reality
Everyone can fmd it somewhere
Reality
Is not found here

Anonymous

Pimpln' Drugs Ain't No Joke

Untitled

Prisoners of drops of water
we become noiseless predators

Karriema Abraxas Thomas

No longer a fragile fit of enthusiasm
Longing to pump it in our veirts
For the mere sake of killing life's
pain
William Maxey

Tax Reform
(Continued from Page 6)
Carmel high school, was also not
planning to fill out his forms. "I
don't have time. I have more
important things to do like homework and football.
"My father is filling out my forms
for me.·
Jonas, a senior at Lane Tech,

was more mindful of his ''taxing"
responsibilities. "I'm going to try
and fill them out myself because
I'm the one who had the job, and
I should fill them out," he said.
"Why should I leave them up to
my mother when she wasn't the
one working the job?"

What tax forms are best for
teenagers? "The 1040A and the
1040EZ are the best forms for
teens," said Skyles. "The 1040A
is less complicated than the
regular 1040. (It is designed) for
single people without dependents or children.

Newsbriefs
A $5 Minimum Wage?
By Elvia Rodriguez
Are you one of the many teens
who has to deal with rude people,
cranky managers, and other
hassles for only $3.35 an hour?
Well, take heart, there is a bill in
.Congress right now that could be
what you are waiting for. The bill,
which was recently approved by
the House Commitee on Education and Labor, is about raising
the minimum wage.
The measure proposes rai sing
the minimum from the current
$3.35 an hour to $3.85 starting in
the early part of 1989. From there
it would be raised three more
times, first to $4.25 in 1990, then
to $4.65 in 1991 and finally to

$5.05 on Dec. 31, 1991 .
Final voting on the bill will take
place after the committee decides on various amendments
which were offered by Republicans who oppose it, according to
Nancy Billet, a legal assistant for
Rep. Philip Crane, a Republican
from Arlington Heights' 12th district.
Billet said the bill will only cause
people-teens and college students in particular-to lose jobs
because companies will not be
able to afford hiring as many
workers . She said, in addition to
the lost jobs, inflation would
again rise if the bill gets passed .
Billet argued that wages should
be a matter of supply and de-

mand, and if government tries to
make industry pay more it would
only end up hurting everyone.
Offering an opposing view is
Rep. Cardiss Collins, a Democrat from Chicago's seventh district.
Collins' spokesperson Ari Sky
believes that the minimum wage
should be raised so that people
living on these wages can have a
reasonable standard of living. He
said that teens will not lose job
opportunities if the bill is passed.
In fact, he said that it will only
help.
Sky said, "The minimum wage
is a safety net, and a safety net is
not good if it does not stop people
from hitting rock bottom. •

"The 1040EZ is very simple,

even more simple than the
1040A. The 1040EZ is designed
for the typicaf teen-no dependents with the basic job-wages
situation."
Teens will need to get "W-2"
forms from everyone they

Policy and Finance argues that
teachers should occupy at least
half the seats on each council.
The Chicago Teacher's Union
also opposes certain aspects of
the CURE plan, suggesting that

worked for last year to properly
complete the forms.
If you have any problems understanding the forms, John
Hilbert of the IRS is running a
program called "Understanding
Taxes." He can be reached at
886-1572.

parents should not have a role in
the hiring and firing of teachers.
The Board of Education would
allow councils an advisory role
on such procedures.

New Plan Localizes School Control
By Franshon Reynolds
Northwest Side voters last
month endorsed a plan to put
greater control of the hiring and
firing of teachers and principals
into the hands of local community members.
Over 80 percent of the voters

were in favor of the CURE (Chicagoans United to Reform Education) plan which would involve
parents in most school affairs,
including teacher and principal
hirings and budget evaluations.
According to the plan, each
school would have its own school
council consisting of parents,

Journalists work long hours
under terrific pressure
for terrible salaries...
Why do they do it?

teachers and community members.
Although similar proposals
have been backed by other
school reform groups, at least
one such group believes that
teachers should form the largest
voting block on the councils. The
Chicago Panel on Public School
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They're crazy!
Crazy about good writing and accurate reporting . If you're a junior or senior and
you're crazy about journalism, a good place to start is New Expression's Urban
Journalism Workshop this summer, July 5-August 16.
Lessons are held at 207 S. Wabash in the Loop (9 :30-noon). No tuition, all
students who are accepted will receive scholarships for the full program.
Group is limited to 25 students.
Here's how to apply:
1.) Pick up your application form at Youth Communication , 207 S. Wabash (8th Floor).
2.) Return the applicatioon by June 6. Aplication includes a letter of recommendation from a teacher,
writing samples, and a short essay about your interest in journalism as a career. (If you bring these
items with you when you come for an application blank, you can complete the application right here.)
3.) All applicants will be notified by June 20 if they have been accepted. For more information call
663-0543.

CHICAGO's
PARTY LINE
in the (312) area, call:
1-9oo-

999-TALK
(82551

Party Line for TEENS
50¢ per minute
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Biloxi Blues
"Biloxi Blues," starring Matthew
Broderick, is based on a play by
Neil Simon. The movie is set in
1943 in Biloxi, Mississippi at an
army training facility. Sergeant
Toomey, played by Christopher

will teach Broderick's character
how to be an "army man."
Eugene Morris Jerome (Matthew Broderick) finds himself
right out of high school in a
strange and unfamiliar place. His
only comfort from the wear and
tear of the army, is to wrrte down
all his thoughts in his journal. And
this is where the story comes
from.
Contrary to his other plays, Neil
Simon does not make this whole

The comedy relies less on
snappy jokes than rt does on
Jerome's experiences, slumbling from one hilarious predicament into another. The comedy
in "Biloxi" works because of its
realism, unlike other comedies
where the jokes are only exaggerations and not really funny.
Broderick does a convincing
job playing Jerome as a raw
recrurt. He creates the impression that he is a real, likeable
person who was actually out
there in Biloxi, suffering through
training camp wrth the rest of the
guys.
His character is at first more
reserved when he enters the
army, but the army helps him to
change and grow. During his
stay at Biloxi, he learns many
valuable things about life and
women from his friends.
He even falls in love.
VValken's Sergeant Toomey is
not just your usual run-of-the-mill
army sergeant. The platoon finds
this out soon enough. He wants
his privates to be the best bunch
of fighting soldiers ever, but uses
quite unorthodox methods to do
this. VVhen he takes one soldier's
money because he had rt out in
the open, he teaches all of his
men a valuable lesson.
"Biloxi Blues" is a movie worth
seeing. h has comedy, romance,

even found myself holding my
breath! VVhat more could you ask
for?
Taunya Cooper

J0 hn

Len n 0 n

RadiO ShOW
Every Sunday for the rest of the
year, you can experience a part
of rock history by listening to
"The Lost Lennon Tapes."
These John Lennon demos,
out-takes, and home recordings
were sold to the VVestwood One
Radio Network by Yoko Ono.
They are now a weekly radio program.
For all fans of Lennon or The
Beatles, this program should not
be missed. You'll hear versions
of Lennon's songs that you
couldn't get from any other
source.
One of the warmest moments
so far has been Lennon singing
Buddy Holly's "Peggy Sue." Lennon had just sat down at home

his own enjoyment. In the middle
of the song, his phone rings, and
Lennon, in the middle of the chorus, picks up the phone and says,
"Sue!?"
This is an example of how "The
Lost Lennon Tapes" shows us a
side of the legend that we didn't
know before. In addrtion to the
music, there are past interviews
with John and the people close to
him.
The program is narrated by
Lennon's friend Elliot Mintz.
Mintz has a soothing voice which
makes for pleasant li&ening.
However, there is too much narration.
The highlight of the program is
undoubtedly the music. After
you've heard the first Lennon
song you are anxious to hear
more. But the hour, instead,
seems to be filled wrth talking
and commercials. This might
havebeendonetostretchoutthe
program for its scheduled yearlong run.
Lennon's music, though,
should be enough to hold your
interest on a lazy Sunday at
home. If you really enjoy something you've never heard before,
you just might find yourself at the
record store buying one of the
great albums by Lennon.
"The Lost Lennon Tapes" airs
every Sunday at noon on the
Loop 1000 AM, and Sunday
nights at 8 p.m. on the Loop FM
98.
Ethan Stoller

Live for Ireland

WATER TOWER NORRIDGE
SOUTHLAKE MALL WOODFIELD
Norridge
Merrillville, IN
Schaumburg
FORD CITY
OLD ORCHARD TOWN &COUNTRY YORKTOWN
Chicago
Skokie.
Arlington Heights Lombard
HILLSIDE SQ. RIVER OAKS
Call theatre or see
Chicago

Hillside

Calumet City

directory ad for showtlmes.

Along with most music lovers, I
am reluctant to buy a compilation
album made up of many bands
that I have never heard of because I fear that I will hate all the
songs on rt. This album, however, is an anomaly in the world
of musical compilations.
Some of the acts on the
album- U2, Van Morrison, and
Elvis Costello and the Attractions-have made themselves
known outside of the Emerald
Isle of Ireland where the concert
was held. Because of such big
names I was less reluctant to
review this album, and rt turned
out that I was pleasantly surprised.
The album was put together
from excerpts from the "Self-Aid"
concert in Dublin, Ireland that
was brought about to help the
small nation's growing unem·
ployment problem. This 1986
concert came about after the
success of Live Aid in England.
Bob Geldof-a key figure in the
Live Aid project-regrouped his
band, the Boomtown Rats, just
for this concert.
The album opens wrth U2 doing
a remake of an old Bob Dylan
tune, "Maggie's Farm. • Bono
does a good job with the song,
sounding much better than
Dylan's froglike screeching. U2
shows why they are a great concert band by getting the audience
to sing along instead of just ignoring th em.
(Continued on Next Page)

Entertainment
Continued from Previous Page)
The album contains different
styles of music, but the songs all
reflect the Irish roots of the vari-·
ous acts. One the most obviously
Irish bands on the album is the
Chieftains who successfully
combine traditional Irish instruments and an energetic sound.
Two bands, In Tua Nua and The
Fountainhead, have a good rock
sound that may make them
Ireland's new representatives in
the music scene.
The album is also supported
with a cast of well known bands.
Van Morrison performs a song
that is trademark Morrison, a mix
of Blues rhythms and Ce~ic mysticism. Chris De Burgh, known
for his song "The Lady in Red,"
does a storylike tune called
"Don't Pay The Ferryman" which
gets the support of a vocal
crowd. Elvis Costello and The
Boomtown Rats also get the
audience going with their contributions to "Self-Aid."
One of the advantages of buying an aid concert album is that
all the proceeds go to a worthy
cause. The consumer then can
feel a little less nervous about
buying an album with unknown
bands on it. Even with this to fall
back on, there is no reason to not
buy this album. With its combination of established artists and
talented unknowns it stands out
as an excellent compilation
album and an album that people
with many musical tastes can
enjoy without much suffering.

Brian Glazebrook

Joseph
Holmes
Dance Theater
Pam Jankelow said she had a
dream about her native Africa.
She saw the colors and the scenery, but then she thought, "How
am I gonna get back to class?"
Class for her is at the Joseph
Holmes Dance Theater where
she practices from 9:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m., and is an apprentice
who helps students in the dance
workshop.
The theater gives scholarships
to high school students who
become interested in dance
through the "Chance to Dance
Lecture Demonstration Program."
According to Carol DrewosPaplow, the program director of
the company, the Holmes Dancers perform modern, jazz, ballet,
and African dance in more than
30 public high schools annually
through their "Chance to Dance
Program." They also explain
their routine to students who
might not otherwise have the
opportunity to see a live performance.
"There's something special
about the dance, • she says. "It'll
grab you right in the gut when you
first see it. The outreach program

is about telling people what
dance is and giving them a
chance to experience it themselves.•
Cynthia Bowen is an Englewood graduate and a full time
member of the company.
She started in her senior year
and got a scholarship that paid
for most of her classes. To cover
the rest of the expenses, she had
to help out with certain duties.

"Now I try to help the other
scholarship students that are
here now," she says.
"Students will learn the discipline of the art; says Paplow.
"They learn self-respect, they
learn life does not have to be just
survival."
"'ur dancers have to work hard
all the time, but it's worth it to
create something beautiful. We
are intentionally mu~i-racial to

dren."
· ~· s a plea to think about the
future; says Paplow. "You gotta
keep trying. Black and white
dance side by side. All the stereotypes are washed away. Just
like in life, there don't have to be
any divisons."
If you are interested in auditioning for the company, you can call
Carol Drewes-Paplow at 9750321. If you would like The
Holmes Dancers to perform at
your high school, ask your principal to call Ina Burd from Urban
Gateways at 922-0442.

Sonya Young

An Interview
with Mike Hall

"I had to sweep the floors, wash
the mirrors, and clean and wash
the toliets," she said. "It was obedience and learning how to ta.~e
ordars, but it was all worth it
(even though) I really didn't want
to do it (at the time).

show that all people can have an
opportunity."
One of the dances, called
"Turning Tides," represents the
message of the company. The
dancers leap and fall to Sam
Harris' song, "Save the Chil-

He stood by a large window
overlooking the Water Tower in
thesa gray wrinkled dress pants.
He leaped out at me and gave me
a mooshy kiss and hug. {Have
we met before?)
"It's Mike Hall, Mike Hall, Mike
Hall, Mike Hall-my call. • Anthony
Michael Hall must have repeated
that over 30 times that Monday
afternoon in his hotel suite before
I could understand what he was
trying to say. When I finally understood, he had already moved
on to another topic.
Hall reminded me of a 5-year-

JAM
TO THE
JABEAT!

J.A.-AM 139
SATURDAYS 11 A.M. - 7 P.M.
TEEN MUSIC • TEEN D.J.'S • TEEN PRIZES
A JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAl\'t
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old who just couldn't stay in one place.
First he had to turn off both of the stereos
in his suite. Then he had to find a comfortable position to sit in.
He never found one throughout our entire
"conversation," a term I use loosely. At
times, it seemed as if Hall was talking to
himself-or at least, not to me.
Everytime I'd begin to ask a question,
he'd say something irrelevant like, "Don't I
look good? or "Am I appealing to you?"
Hall was recently in town promoting his
new movie "Johnny Be Good." He plays
Johnny Walker, a star high school quarter-

cian," he says.
"But I'm just a punk," he pauses. "But
always a comedian!" Why does he keep
getting up?
"I don't feel limited to what I can do," Hall
says.
"Mike Tyson wrote fear is like fire, if you
use it will burn for you." At least he thinks
Tyson said that.
Mike Tyson and Thomas Patty are Hall's
friends. Patty (a boxer) helped Hall train for
his quarterback role as Johnny Walker in
"Johnny Be Good." He gained 32 pounds
in five weeks for the movie.
Hall seems to have man idols. Hall

·

Hall likes to devote everything to his
mother-Mercerdes. "What color Mercedes (the car, not the mother) should I get
her?" he asked.
"How about gray?" I replied.
"Green? Yeah she loves green," he said.
(I guess he didn't hear me.)
It took Hall1 7 months to finish his senior
year. He would continuosly make excuses
to get out of his sessions with his tutor. "I
was lazy," he says. He believes that working and living is the only education that he
needs.
Hall never gets around to telling me about
how his teenage (a word he hates to hear)
years were since he didn't go to a regular
high school, or just lead a plan life.
Words came out of Hall's mouth from
nowhere.
Jumping up and down constantly, once
Hall got up because he thought that someone was knocking at the door, only to realize that there was no one there.
The Irish-Italian American (he abruptly
remarks) believes that he is successful.
He believes that he's above Eddie
Murphy, but later says that he's almost as
successful.
"I am what I want to be-myself," hesays.
"I am the best."
We then get into the topic of music. He
loves everything--Rap, Heavy Metal and

Classical music.
This guy has so many idols. But Bruce
Lee and Muhammad Ali seem to be his
favorites. "They were Jighters," he says.
"Out of Bounds" was the only movie that
Hall had to "act" in. "I act like myself," Hall
says referring to the roles that he has
played. "When you see me on screen
that's Mike Hall."
"Out of Bounds" was not well-known.
"The only reason why 'Out of Bounds'
made $2 profit is because I was getting
drunk when I did the movie, • says Hall.
"You can't drink and do drugs and succeed." Another philosphy?
The future for "My Call?"
"I have no idea," he says. "I only have
today. Today is what matters." Although
he does plan to play in adventure movies
because they are the best according to
Hall.
He loves James Bond movies especially.
"I want to do that forever," Hall says.
"Only thing I take seriously is myself. We
are weak as human beings. We don't know
how to relate to each other. That's why
every thing is so f.. ... up!"
Hall pauses.
"But I'm just a comedian."
Leslie Casimir
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Has moved from
6 W. Randolph
back who's wanted by every university in
the United States.
I got the impression that Hall wasn't too
thrilled about the movie because we both
didn 't spend anytime talking about it. What
we did spend a lot oftime talking about was
how Mike Hall is the greatest.
I thought Anthony Michael Hall was an
actor, but not according to Hall. "I'm a
comed ian," he corrects me. "I'm a musi-

lii

admired Martin Luther King Jr. and John
Lennon. "They acted out their ideal," he
said. "But they knew too much to stay
alive."
Hall sang a John Lennon song to me. He
didn't remember the title, and I not being a
John Lennon fan didn't know what he was
singing. But the message of the song was
interesting. It was about the Hollywood
fame story.
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